CIRCLE

$10,000

PERSIMMON

Exclusive recognition as Presenting Sponsor, with the first right of refusal the following year.

Three (3) tables of ten (10) with premium seating.

Six (6) weeks acknowledgment on digital corner sign.

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Logo in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$7,500

PLATINUM

Two (2) tables of ten (10) with premium seating.

Four (4) weeks acknowledgment on digital corner sign.

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Logo in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$5,000

GOLD

One (1) table of ten (10) with premium seating.

Three (3) weeks acknowledgment on digital corner sign.

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Logo in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$2,500

SILVER

One (1) week acknowledgment on digital corner sign.

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Logo in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$1,000

BRONZE

Four (4) days acknowledgment on digital corner sign.

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Logo in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$500

NICKEL

Event-day recognition on PowerPoint and throughout event.

Name in event program and name in annual report.

Recognition on website and social media.

$250

COPPER

Event-day recognition in program.

Recognition on website.

Circle is our primary fundraiser that helps YWCA grow and sustain our programs and services. This event brings us to the table to discuss and discover what YWCA is doing and how everyone can help.

BY THE NUMBERS
2019 Attendance: 550
Potential Reach: 325,000 views